LinkNMF: identification of histone modification modules in the human genome using nonnegative matrix factorization.
Histone modifications are ubiquitous processes involved in various cellular mechanisms. Systemic analysis of multiple chromatin modifications has been used to characterize various chromatin states associated with functional DNA elements, gene expression, and specific biological functions. However, identification of modular modification patterns is still required to understand the functional associations between histone modification patterns and specific chromatin/DNA binding factors. To recognize modular modification patterns, we developed a novel algorithm that combines nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) and a clique-detection algorithm. We applied it, called LinkNMF, to generate a comprehensive modification map in human CD4+ T cell promoter regions. Initially, we identified 11 modules not recognized by conventional approaches. The modules were grouped into two major classes: gene activation and repression. We found that genes targeted by each module were enriched with distinguishable biological functions, suggesting that each modular pattern plays a unique functional role. To explain the formation of modular patterns, we investigated the module-specific binding patterns of chromatin regulators. Application of LinkNMF to histone modification maps of diverse cells and developmental stages will be helpful for understanding how histone modifications regulate gene expression. The algorithm is available on our website at biodb.kaist.ac.kr/LinkNMF.